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Abstract In F, populations, gametic and zygotic selection may affect the analysis of linkage in different ways.
Therefore, specific likelihood equations have to be developed for each case, including dominant and codominant markers. The asymptotic bias of the “classical”
estimates are derived for each case, in order to compare
them with the standard errors of the suggested estimates.
We discuss the utility and the efficiency of a previous
model developed for dominant markers. We show that
dominant markers provide very poor information in the
case of segregation distortion and, therefore, should be
used with circumspection. On the other hand, the estimation of recombination fractions between codominant
markers is less affected by selection than is that for
dominant markers. We also discuss the analysis of
linkage between dominant and codominant markers.

segregation ratios from expected frequencies (Bailey
1949;Allardand Alder 1960;Heun and Gregorius 1987).
A typical source of deviation is the upsets in the formation or function of gametes or zygotes, due to the
selection of one or more selected genes on the chromosomes. Other possible sources, such as partial manifestation or structural rearrangements like translocations,
are not considered in this paper.
Bailey (1949) treated the case of the analysis of linkage between two dominant loci under zygotic selection,
and Heun and Gregorius (1987) the case of one dominant locus under gametic or zygotic selection, In E2
populations, these two types of selectiondo not similarly
affect the estimation of the recombination fraction.
The case of codominant loci has not yet been considered.
We present here maximum-likelihood methods for the
estimation of the recombination fractions between
dominant or codominant markers showing segregation
Key words Genetic mapping Maximum-likelihood
Molecular markers Gametic selection Zygotic
distortion. The utility and efficiency of the Heun and
selection
Gregorius model are discussed for dominant markers.
We also discuss the analysis of linkage between a dominant and a codominant marker. The asymptotic bias of
the “classical”estimates are derived,in order to compare
Introduction
them with the standard errors of the suggested estimates.
It will be assumed for simplicity that the markers
It has been shown that the estimation of recombination
show
segregation distortion, because they are both
fractions may be biased by deviations of single-locus
exactly located on genes affected by gametic or zygotic
selection. For gametic selection, we will always assume
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Dominant markers

Consider a coupling mating of the type AB/& x AB/&,
involving two dominant markers, A and B. Four
. phenotypic classes are obtained. Table 1 shows the
expected and observed frequencies of the four classes,
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Table 1 Expected and observed frequenciesfor an F2in coupling, involving two dominant markers, A and B. For matings in repulsion, r is
replaced by 1 -r
Phenotypes

AB

Exp’ected frequencies
(gametic selection on A)

n

Expected frequencies
(gametic selection on A and B)

n C l + r ( r + u , + u -2)
4- (1 - r ) ( 2 u a ~ , ) 1 / ~

Expected frequencies
(zygotic selection)

n

Observed frequencies
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+

+
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D
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D

D = 2(u u, 1)(1- r) 2(ug v,)r (gametic selection)
D = uu(4 - 2r r2) + (u + v)(2r- rz) (1- r)2 (zygotic selection)
u, = viability of A gametes relative to a gametes; u, = viability of B

+
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u(>

- r2)

-n

D

b
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2r - r2
2ug 2

-n

uar + r - r2
D

-n

+

v(2r - r2)

-n

D

(I - r)’
224, 2

+

(I - r)2
D

( 1 - r),

D

d

C

gametes relative to b gametes; u = viability of A - zygotes relative to
au zygotes; u =viability of B - zygotes relative to bb zygotes

gametic selection on A and B and (3) independent Let us put 0 = (1-r)‘ for the coupling phase. The
zygotic selection on A and B. By independent selection, asymptotic variance of O is given by
we mean that the two markers are affected by two types
of selection from different sources, i.e., that two selected
genes are involved. Now, consider that for gametic
selection, the viability of A gametes relative to a is us,
and the viability B gametes relative to b is us. For zygotic
selection, the viability of A phenotypes relative to a is u, where
and the viability of B phenotypes relative to b is u. As
each phenotype or haplotype can be favored by selection, the values of u, u,, u or u, fall between O and + CO.
The case u = u = 1 or us.= u, = 1 is that of no selection,
i.e., Mendelian segregabon.
In repulsion phase, we have 0 = r2, and, V; is equal. to
V6/4r2. Figure 2 gives the values of the standard error of
E;, s,, against O, for coupling and repulsion phases.
On the other hand, if only one marker is selected, the
It has been shown that when only one marker is affected
estimate
(1) is consistent, but not fully efficient. Neverby zygotic selection, the classical estimate, i, of the
theless,
the
loss of efficiency in this case is negligible
recombination fraction is consistent (Bailey 1949). This
(Bailey 1949).
estimate can be expressed as
Zygotic selection

n

However, the asymptotic variance of O depends on the
intensity of selection (Fig. 1).
If it is known that the two markers are under zygotic
selection, the product formula method must be used, as
it leads to a consistent and fully-efficient estimate of r
(Fisher and Balmukand 1928; Bailey 1949).An estimate
is consistent, or asymptoticallyunbiased, if it converges
to the “true” value of the parameter as the population
size increases. It is efficient if no other estimate has a
smaller variance. In coupling phase, the product formula method leads to the estimate

Fig. 1 Asymptotic standard error of the classical estimate of the
recombination fraction,r, between two dominant markers, one being
affected by a zygotic selection with intensity u (F, population of 100
individuals)
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Figure 3 shows the value ofsiHsrG
as a function of r and ur
It can be compared with the asymptotic bias of the
classical maximum likelihood estimate
0.25

-+ J

B,=l-

0.20

1-kTd-3a-

(d1

+ 3a)'-

r

2n

(4)

0.15
L

ln

where the observations are replaced by their expectations (coupling phase). Figure 4 shows the values of B,
0.05
against r for several intensitiesof gametic selection.The
comparison between Figs. 3 and 4 clearly indicates that,
O
for strong gametic selection in favor of the dominant
O 011 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.1
O
is much larger than B,. This means
allele (u >> l), stHaG
r (repulsion)
r (coupling 1
that this estimate must be used with circumspection.A
Fig. 2 Asymptoticstandard error of the product formula estimate of further comparison with the asymptotic bias of the
the recombination fraction, r, between two dominant markers being
affected by zygotic selectionswith intensitiesu and u(F, populationof estimate (1)obtained by the product formula would give
rise to the same conclusions (Fig. 5). An additional
100 individuals)
limitation of the Heun and Gregorius model is that it
assumes that we know which locus is selected. In a
practical situation, the determination of this locus is not
Selection of unknown type
0.10

We will see below that gametic selection does not affect
the estimation of recombination fractions in the same
way as zygotic selection. For dominant markers, no
statistical method allows one to precisely distinguish
gametic from zygotic selection, because allelic frequencies cannot be well estimated if zygotic selection occurs.
Heun and Gregorius (1987) developed a model for estimating linkage between two dominant loci, A and By
when the selection type is unknown. The authors assume that only one locus, A, is under selection of an
unknown type. Under this condition, only two classes
(aB and ab) may be used to estimate the recombination
fraction, leading to the estimate:
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Fig. 3 Asymptoticstandard error of Heun and Gregorius estimate of
the recombination fraction, r, between two dominant markers, one
being affected by a gametic selection with intensity ug(F2population
of 100 individuals)

where c and d are the observed frequencies of the two
classes aB and ab. Suppose that the viability of A Fig. 4 Asymptotic bias of the classical estimate of the recombination
phenotypes relative to a is u if zygotic selection occurs, fraction, r, between two dominant markers, one being affected by a
and that the viability of A gametes relative to a is u, if gametic selection with intensity ug(F2population)
gametic selection occurs. We have the relationship
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the following approximation, illustrated in Fig. 6,
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Fig. 5 Asymptotic bias of the product formula estimate of the recombination fraction, r, between two dominant markers, one being
affected by a gametic selection with intensity ug(F, population)

straightforward. Moreover, this model does not take
into account the possibility that the two markers may be
affected by independent selection. When the selection
type is unknown, we therefore suggest the use of
estimate (l), given by the method of the product
formula, since it is consistent in the case of zygotic
selection, and only slightly biased in the case of gametic
selection.

+u,

(6)

The relative efficiency of
compared to this estimate, is obtained by dividing vi by Vi,,, (Fig. 7). This
figure shows that the Heun and Gregorius estimate is
drastically inefficient for strong selection in favor of the
dominant allele. This confirms the conclusions of the
comparison of Figs. 3 and 4, i.e., that the Heun and
Gregorius estimate has to be used carefully.
As for Heun and Gregorius model, the utilization of
( 5 ) requires one to determine which marker is affected by
selection.This problem is circumvented by using a more
general model which assumes that A and B are under
gametic selection. Then, a system of three maximumlikelihood equations have to be solved iteratively, and
the calculation of the asymptotic variance of r* requires
the inversion of the expected information matrix (see
Appendix).

Codominant markers
Gametic selection
For certain species, such as rice, it has been established
that gametic selection is almost the unique form of
selection (Lin et al. 1992). It is thus possible to use the
full information availablein the four phenotypic classes.
If only A is under selection,then the likelihood equation
to be solved is (see Table 1, gametic selection on A)
aL
ar

-=a

+

2 r - 1-ug
us 1- 2r
i + ~ ( r - 1 - ~ ~ ) + 2 ~ ,u g r + r - r 2
+

+. -C 22-2r
r-r2

2
+d-=O
r-1

Codominant markers are more informative than dominant markers, 'since heterozygotes are distinguished
from homozygotes. We show here that, in case of segregation distortion, the advantage of codominant markers
is enhanced. Consider a coupling mating of the type:
AB/ab x AB/ab, involving two codominant markers, A
and B. Nine phenotypic classes are obtained, with the
observed and expected frequencies summarized in Table
Fig. 6 Asymptotic standard error of the fully efficientestimate of the
recombination fraction, r, between two dominant markers, one being
affected by a gametic selection with intensity us(F2population of 100
individuals)
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The asymptotic variance of P cannot be easily derived,
because the covariance between r and zfg is not null; its
calculation requires the inversion of Fisher's expected
information matrix. However, it can be shown that a
good approximation is obtained by simply inverting the
expected information for r, because the covariance between the two parameters is always close to zero: We get
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Fig. 7 Relative efficiency of the Heun and Gregorius estimate, compared to the fully efficient estimate (5)

2. It can be inferred from this table that the expected
frequencies are not the same if gametic or if zygotic
selection occurs. Note that the case where only one
marker is selected is obtained in Table 2 by setting u or
u to one. In coupling phase, when both markers show
Mendelian segregation, the MLE of the recombination
fraction is given by solving
aL
2
1 -2r
2
-=(a
+
)
i
(b
d
+f+
h)+
(c
+
9);
ar
r-1
r(l - r)

+

+

(7)
The variance of the estimate obtained by solving (7) is
V;=

2(1- 3r + 3r2)
(Allard 1956).
r(1- r)(I - 2r 2r2)

+

Since (7) has no analytical solution, it has to be solved
iteratively, using a Newton-Raphson, or an EM, algorithm (Edwards 1972; Mangin 1991). It has been shown
that these two algorithms lead to maximum-likelihood

estimates (MLEs) with differentspeeds of convergence
(Dempster et al. 1977; Wu 1983).The asymptotic bias of
the MLE of r obtained by (7), in case of gametic or
zygotic selection, is obtained by subtracting the true
value of r from its estimation. We derived this bias in
case of zygotic selection, using a Newton-Raphson algorithm (Fig. 8a). In both cases of selection, it can be
shown that this MLE of r, which ignores selection, is
consistentif only one marker is under gameticor zygotic
selection. The demonstration is given by deriving the
log-likelihood for gametic and zygotic selection, using
the expected frequencies of Table 2 and setting one of the
two selection parameters equal to 1. For both selection
cases, the derivativeis identicalto (7). This consistency is
an additional advantage of codominant over dominant
markers, since for dominant markers, f is biased in the
case of gametic selection on one of the two markers.
Moreover,it can be shown by derivingFisher’s information matrix, that, for codominant markers, the variance
of F is unchanged for gametic selection, i.e. it does not
depend on the intensity of the distortion. Note that the
two markers will generally show segregation distortion,
even when only one marker is under selection.This effect
will be proportional to the intensity of linkage between
the markers. In practice, this situation is not distinguishable from the situation where gametic or zygotic selection occurs on both markers. Therefore, when both
markers show segregation distortion, it is preferable to
always assume that they are located on two selected
genes. Under this assumption, systems of maximumlikelihood equations have to be solved iteratively in
both cases (see Appendix, systems A.6 and A.7). The
derivation of the asymptotic variances of the estimates
of r requires the inversion of the expected information
matrix, which is (3,3) for gametic selection or (53) for
zygotic selection. Analytical expressions ’for the two
cases were derived using Mathematica (Wolfram 1988).
Figure 8b shows the values of the asymptotic standard
error of f estimated by the resolution of system (A.6),
which has to be used in the case of zygotic selection
(n= 100 individuals).’ Comparing these values with the

Table 2 Expected and observed frequencies for an F2in coupling, involving two codominant markers, A and B. For matings in repulsion, r is
replaced by 1 - r
Phenotypes

Expected frequencies
(gametic selection)

Expected frequencies
(zygotic selection)

Observed frequencies

AABB
AABb
AAbb
AaBB
AaBb
Aabb
aaBB
aaBb
aabb

nugug(l- r)‘/D
n(u, ugu,)(r- r’)/D
nugr2/D
n(u ugug)(r- r2)/D
n -rl2(1 ugug) r”(ug ug)J/D
n(l -k u,& -r2)/D
nugr2/D
n(l.+ u )(r -r2)/D
n(1- r p / D

nu,u,(l -r)2/D
n2u,u2(r-r2)/D
nu,rz/D
n2u2u,(r -r2)/D
n2uzuz(l -2r 2r2)/D
n2uz(r -r’)/D
nu,r2/D
n2u2(r-r2)/D
n(1- r)’/D
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+ + +

+
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+
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e
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bias of the classical estimate (Fig. 8 a), the advantage of
-8- 1 7 1 1
1101 10
a
-E-I
0.5 0.55 5 --C 0.5 0.1 0.50.1
using system (A.6) instead of the classical estimate is
510510
-A10101010
clearly seen. For a smaller population size, however,
0.4
simulations should be done in order to study the bias. It
0.3
is noticeable that when no selection occurs, the standard
o.2
errors of the estimatesgiven by(A.6) or (A.7)are equal to ,
that of the estimate given by (7). This means that no
information is lost when using these systems, even when 2 O
g-o .I
the assumption of two selected genes is false.
It follows that the selection type has to be determined g-0.2
in order to choose the appropriate system to be solved.
-0.3
With codominant markers, it is possible to test for the
-O.L
O 0.1 0.2 0.3 O 4 0.5 O L O 3 0.2 0.1
O
selection type by using successive x2 tests (Pham et al.
r (coupling 1
r (repulsion I
1990). Consider a codominant marker, A, with two
110 1 10
-8- 1 1 1 1
allelesA and u. The individualsin the F, population are
-e- 0.5 0.5 5 5
-i- 0
.5 0.1 0.5 al
AA, Au or au, with expected Mendelian proportions,
o.3o
1:2:1. This expectation is tested by
+

-

0.25

+

4 4 , -I-2nia 4n&
- n.
x2” =
n

(8)

0.20
~0.15

If it is found to be significant, the segregation is distorted, and the type of selection has to be determined.
Let p be the allelic frequency of A, and 4 the frequency of
u. The MLEs of p and q are
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Fig. Sa, b a Asymptotic bias of the classical MLE (using Newton-

4 = na, + nAa/2.

(9) Raphson iterations) of the recombination fraction, r, between two

markers affected by a zygotic selection. b Asymptotic standard error
of the MLE (equation A.6; see Appendix) in the same conditions, for
an F2population of 100 individuals. The numbers in the legends
denote the values of ul, u2, uI and u2, respectively

The hypothesis p = q, is tested by
.

x: = (2118- n)2 +n (2nd - n)2

(10)

If gametic selection occurred, this test will be significant.
If zygotic selection occurred, it may or may not be
significant, depending on which genotype is selected.
One then has to test the hypothesis that the associations
of gametes occurred at random, i.e., the phenotypes are
distributed according to p2:2pq:q2.The test is given by

and q uses only the phenotypes au. Thus, the selection
would always appear to be of gametic type, and, consequently, a test equivalent to (11)would always be equal
to zero.
Dominant and codominant markers

If only gametic selection occurred, this test will not be
significant.On the other hand, if zygoticselectionoccurred it will be significant.The followingtable summarizes
the interpretation of (10) and (11):
Test (10)

Test (1 1)

Selection type

Non significant
Significant
Significant

Significant
Significant
Non significant

Zygotic
Zygotic
Gametic

It should be noted that it is not possible to use a similar
method for dominant markers, since the estimation ofp

The analysis of linkage is affected by either gametic
selection on either one of two dominant markers. It can
be shown that if one of the two markers is codominant,
then the classical estimate of r stays consistent when
gametic or zygotic selection occurs, provided that one
marker only is under selection. The value of the variance
of P depends on the type of selection and of the segregation mode of the marker selected. As for codominant
markers, a system of maximum-likelihood equations
has to be solved iteratively for each case when it is not
known if one or both markers are under selection (see
systems A.8 and A.9 in the Appendix, and Table 3).
However, assumptions have to be made about thk
selection type occurring on the dominant marker, since
it cannot be inferred from the distributionof phenotypes
(Lorieux 1993).
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Table 3 Expected diid observed frequencies for an F, in coupling, involving one dominant marker, A and one codominant marker, B. For
matings in repulsion, r is replaced by 1 - r
-

~~~

Phenotypes

Expected frequencies
(gametic selection)

Expected frequencies
(zygotic selection)

A-BB
A-Bb
A-bb
aaBB
aaBb
aabb

n[rue( 1 -r - u#) ugugl/D
n[r(u,+rv,)f(l -r)’-I-(l -r)(ugug)]/D
n[r(l f ug)-r’l/D
n(ogr”)ID
- W +ug)1/D
n(1- r)2/D

+

+

D = 2(u ug 1)(1- r) + 2(ug+ ug)r (gametic selection)
= r”f - 2u, + u , - u + 2uu, - uv1) -I2r(u - uv, 1), - 1) uv1
2 ~ 0 , 1 (zygotic selection)
u = viability of A gametes relative to u gametes; ug = viability of B

+

+

+ +

Discussion

Specific maximum-likelihood estimates for each case of
selection were derived for the analysis of the recombination fraction between two genetic markers, for F, populations.
It is noticeable that the variance of the recombination
estimate is lower for certain selection patterns than for
Mendelian segregation of the markers (see Figs. 6 and
8b). This phenomenon is simply explained by the fact
that, for these patterns, the most informative phenotypes (e.g. the ab phenotype for a coupling mating
involving two dominant markers, whose genotype is
known with certainty) are favored.
Dominant markers, such as RAPDs, provide poor
information,especially in repulsion phase (Allard 1956).
This problem increases when zygotic selection occurs,
implying that the use of such markers should be done
carefully. However, when codominant markers such as
RFLPs are associated with dominant markers, some
properties of the codominant loci are retained. First,
gametic selection on one of the two loci does not affect
the estimation of the recombination fraction. Secondly,
matings are as informative in repulsion as in coupling.
We therefore suggest the use of as many codominant
markers as possible for a species where segregation
distortion is known to be frequent. If only dominant
markers are available, then the product formula (equation 11) should be used, since it leads to a consistent
estimate in case of zygotic selection, and to a less-biased
estimate in case of gametic selection. However, if it is
known that only gametic selection occurs, then the
system (A.2) should be solved.
Gametic and zygotic selection does not modify the
estimation of r in the same way. Thus, when the type
of selection is not known, general models could be
used, which take into account the two possibilities of
selection. For dominant markers, such a model which
uses the full information (i.e. the four phenotypic
classes) cannot work, and the Heun and Gregorius
estimate, which is theoretically correct, has a large vari-

nuu,(l -r2)/D
n2uu2(l - r + r2)/D
nu(2r - r”)/D
nu,r2/D
n2u2(r- r2)/D
n( 1 - r),/D

Observed frequencies
U

b
C

d
e

I

gametes relative tob gametes;u, = viability of A zygotes relative to aa
zygotes; u, = viability of BB zygotes relative to bb zygotes; u, = viability of Bb zygotes relative to bb zygotes

ance. For codominant markers, a general model is
not necessary, since it is possible to determine what
type of selection occurred at a locus by using two
successive X2-tests: the first tests the equality of the
allelic frequencies, and the second tests for independent
assortment of the alleles (Pham et al. 1990). These tests
cannot apply to dominant markers because the estimates of allelic frequencies are biased in case of zygotic
selection.
It should be noted that in the case of two markers
affected by two independent selections, we have only
presented the situation where the two selections are of
the same type. For the situation where one marker is
under gametic selection and one marker under zygotic
selection, formulas and curves are.,available from the
corresponding author.
As an alternative to selected genes, structural rearrangementssuch as translocations may affect the viability of gametes (Fauré et al. 1993). The models described
above do not apply ín this case, and probably the answer
is not a statistical one.

Appendix
We present here the maximum-likelihood treatment of segregation
data with segregation distortion, in the case of two markers under
selection. The case of gametic selection on each of two dominant
markers is detailed. Systems to,be solved in cases of codominant and
dominant/codominant markers are also presented, for gametic and
zygotic selection.
Dominant markers-gametic selection
From Table 1 (gametic selection.on A and B),,we can write the
log-likelihood
L=alog[l +r(r-2-2uuuu+uu+

ug)+2uguu]

+blog[u,r +r -r’] -I-cIog[vgr + r -r’] + dlog(1-nlog[(ugug)(l- r) + (u, + vu)rl.

r),
(A4

..
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The system ofmaximum-likelihoodequationsto be solvedin order to
estimate the parameters is obtained by partially deriving (A.l)

aL
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2r - 2 - 2u,v,

I

ar

1

aL
-=a
au,

u,

+b

U,U,

-1

IaL

r

u',

+ r - r2

-

n[ul(1-2r+r2)+2v,(r-r2)+r2]

o+b+c

(A4

+
=O
. (usus+ 1)(1- r) + (ug+ ug)r

aL n + d + g
---_
-

u,(l - r) r

-n

D

=O

au1

n[u,(l -2r+r2)+2u2(r-r2)+r2]
=O
D
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r -k 2u, - 2ru,
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1 + r(r - 2 -2u,v, + U, + y g ) +2u,v,
@,u,

1-2
4r-2
+d+f+ hl-r(1-r)
+(c +9)-2r +e 1+2r2-2r
(2r-2)(u1v, + l ) + ( l -2r)[2u,(ul +1)
+ 2u2(u1+ 1)1+ 2r(u1+ u,) + (4r -2)(2u2u2)= o

+ U,

1
2-2r+vg
+2du,r+r-r2
r-1

+C

2
+ i)=+(b

$=(a

+ r(r - 2 - 2u,u, + u, + u,) + 2ugug

1-2r+ug
+b
u,r+r-r2
-n

+U,

1

- 1 + r(r -2 - 2u,v, + + u,) + 2usv,

2n[u2(l- 2r + r2)+ ul(r -r2)

U,

+C

u,r
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r
u,(l -r) r
-n
r-r2
(usog 1)(1 - u ) +(u,

+

+

+ vg)u=o.

+ r - r2] = O

whereD=(1-r)2(U v,+1)+r(l-r)[2u2(vl+1)+ 2v2(u, +l)]+
r2 (ul ul) +(I í$- 2r)(2u2u2).
The values of the standard error of î a r e shown in Fig. 8 b. Their
calculationsrequire the inversion of a (5,5) information matrix. The
standard error for a population size n can be obtained by multiplying
the value of interest in Fig. 8 b by

+

An iterative method, such as Newton-Raphson's algorithm, may be
used (see Edwards 1972) to solve this system. Derivation of the
asymptotic variance of P requires the inversion of Fisher's expected
information matrix, i

(A.6)

+

Codominant markers-gametic selection (Table 2)
taL

__

- 2
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-

-

__

1-2
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2(r-1+ugv,r-ugu,+u,r+v~)

+

J

aL
-=au,

(1 + ugug)(l- r)' -(ug u,)?
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b(l+u,)

+-+-+us +usvs
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(A.4)

where t is the number of phenotypic classes, and mjis the expected
frequency of classj (obvious g subscripts were removed for clarity).
Then, inversion of i leads to

1

au,

U,

-n

..

~

..

.

.
..

,

(A.7)

+ u,

+

ug(l- r) r
=O
D

where D = (u,u, + 1)(1- r) +(u, + ug)r
One dominant and one Codominantmarker-zYgotic
wkction
(Table 3)
2r

ar

The same method as for dominant markers can be applied for
codominant markers. From Table 2, we obtain the system

+

vg(l - r) r
=O
D

h

i

+ + ug)r2- n

+

aL

Codominant markers-zygotic selection

-n

bu,

+

ug U,u,
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which is a function of r, u, and ur
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where i@,+
is the expected information for parameters0 and 4, given by
the formula
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+

where D = r2(1- 2v2 v1 - u
+UV]
2uv2 + 1.

+

+ 2uv2-. z1v1) + 2r(u - uv2 + v2 - 1)
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